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"RIGHT ABOUT FACE" TO
BE MARTIAL PRODUCTION





the-minute songs about bridge and
bobbed hair, and dashing officers in
real uniforms make the prospective
Operetta sound as though Wellesley
would see. a smart musical comedy of
Victor Herbertesque style, on March
10 and 11.
"Right About Face" contains several
songs which the producers expect to
hear hummed about campus for the
rest of the year. One of these is
"Shadows," composed by Rebecca
Stickney, '22. Others are "Shall I Bob
It?" and a waltz, "Starlight." The
theme song, "The Quest," is also tune-
ful.
The orchestra for Operetta is the
same one which accompanied Tree
Day dancing and Operetta last year.
The singing will be directed by Anita
Merry Wheeler, '22, chairman of Oper-
etta. Mary Zweizig, '22, will play the
piano in the orchestra. The latter is
chairman of music, while Beatrice
Jefferson, '22, heads the committee on
lyrics and libretto.
The coaching for the performance
has been in the hands of Mr. Mason, of
Boston, who directed this branch in
last year's Operetta. Professor Mac-
dougall has also aided the amateur
composers.
There are two comedy parts, which
will be taken by Harriet Kirkham and
Dorothy Breingan, '22, while Ethel
Halsey, Rebecca Stickney, and May
Fales will supply the indispensable
Pretty Girl element. Muriel Crewe,
Helen Baxter, and Elizabeth Head
have obtained commissions in the
army and will appear in uniform,
freely besprinkled with colonel's and
lieutenant's insignia.
MISS TOUSLEY WILL SPEAK
ON CASE WORK AS VOCATION
Social Worker To Interview
C. O. S. Applicants
Miss Claire M. Tousley, secretary of
the New York Charity Organization
Society, will speak at Wellesley March
22, on "Social Case Work as a Voca-
tion." The meeting has been arranged
for by I. C. S. A., and the Appointment
Eureau, and will be held in Billings
Hall, at 7:30.
Miss Tousley is a graduate of Ober-
lin College, and is now in charge of
the publicity work of the New York
Charity Organization Society. She is
a practical case worker, and knows her
profession thoroughly.
One of the objects of Miss Tousley's
visit to Wellesley is to interview jun-
iors who apply for the summer fellow-
ship in social work.
SENIOR POETS TO COMPETE
FOR MASEFIELD PRIZE
All Poems Must Be Submitted
by May 1
The conditions of the senior compe-
tition for the poetry prize established
by Mr. John Masefield have been an-
nounced by the committee in charge of
the awards. The prize is an annual
one, established for the best poem
written by a member of the senior
class by Mr. Masefield himself on his
last visit to Wellesley.
The poems must be handed in to the
chairman of the committee, Miss
Martha P. Conant, on or before May 1,
and may be sent by resident mail or
United States mail. An author may
present as many poems as she wishes.
There is no stipulation as to subject or
form, except that the manuscript
should be written on one side of the
paper only and either typewritten or
legibly written.
Each poem must be signed by a nom
de pfiime. The manuscript must be
accompanied by a sealed envelope
bearing on the outside the nam de
plume and inside, the real name of the
writer.
Some well known poet or critic out-
side the college will assist flic com
mittee in judging. The prize is to be
awarded at Commencement. The com-
mittee in charge is composed of Miss
Martha P. Conant, chairman, Miss
Martha H. Shackford, and Miss Eliza-
beth W. Manwaring.
COMPULSORY CHAPEL
A SOURCE OF UNITY
Vassar View Presented
"Yes, I am in favor of compulsory
chapel with certain reservations," said
Miss Mary A. Griggs in response to a
request for her personal views on the
matter. Miss Griggs is Associate Pro-
fessor in the Chemistry Department,
and has lately been prominent in con-
nection with the Faculty-Student
Agreement Committee. Her opinion
on the much discussed question of
compulsory chapel in Wellesley, as
that of a graduate of Vassar, where
the plan has been in operation for
some years, is an interesting one.
* "Two or three times a week ought
to be a sufficient requirement for at-
tendance at chapel," said Miss Griggs
in explaining her ".reservations."
"That would be often enough to bring
about all the advantages of such a
system without stressing the compul-
sory aspect."
Another stipulation made by Miss
Griggs favored a gradual introduction
of the scheme. "I would exclude the
present senior class from the require-
ment," she said, "because it is too




Olive Ladd, '22, senior Tree Day
Mistress, will have the role of the
Queen Mother in the annual pageant..
Her four aides, Caroline Ingham, Har-
riet Rathbun, Dorothy Tower, and
Elizabeth Woody, will portray ladies
•>f the court.
Since the winning candidate for the
office of freshman Mistress has been
disqualified for academic reasons, a
second election will be held this week.
The freshman Mistress will dance the




For Last Weeks of Practice
The final speaking team for the In-
tercollegiate Debates on March 18, was
chosen Saturday afternoon, March 4.
Speakers on the affirmative side,
against Radcliffe at Wellesley, are
Erma Bell, '23, Katharine Cooke, '22,
Marion Perrin, '22, and on the nega-
tive side, against Mt. Holyoke at Mt.
Holyoke, are Alice Dunham, '22, Pris-
cilla Cowper, '25, and Eleanor Brown,
'24.
The entire debating squad is work-
ing harder than ever during the last
two weeks before the debates. It is
hoped that all Wellesley will go to sup-
port the teams, if not at Mt. Holyoke,
where home-rooters are especially
cheering to a team debuting in un-
familiar surroundings, then at the
Wellesley Barn. A good number have
already signed the delegate list on the
e board in the Administration
Building, and the evening of March 18
promises to be a spirited one, both at
Mt. Holyoke and at Wellesley. ..-. .".'
.
WINTER CARNIVAL HELD MAR. 4
ON TOWER HILL
'23 Wins First Place
The long-delayed winter carnival
was held Saturday afternoon, March 4,
on Tower Court Hill. Considering
everything, there was a gratifying
amount of enthusiasm shown, even at
this late date.
1!)2:{ Wins Skiing
All the events were run off in spite
of rain in the middle of the afternoon.
Marjorie Bartholomew, '23, won first
place in skiing, with Mildred Wetten,
'25, second, and Marion Dwinell, '25,
third. 1923 won skiing, with 34.2
points; 1923 won second place with
33.6 points; 1925 was third, with 33
points; and 1922 fourth, with 29.8
points.
1922 Wins Snowslioc Events
In the snowshoe dash, Helen For-
bush, '22, was winner, while '23 took
the next two places when Hildegarde
Jacob, '23, and Ida Webber, '23, came
in second and third, respectively.
Helen Forbush, '22, also won the
obstacle race, with Carol Paul, '24,
second, and Marjorie Bartholomew,
'23, third.
First, second, and third places in
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 3)
RACHMANINOFF PLAYS TO
COLLEGE IN CHAPEL
Is First Concert-Pianist Ever
Heard At Wellesley
An enthusiastic audience, which
filled Houghton Memorial Chapel to
the doors on Monday evening, March
6, applauded the programme given
there by Sergei Rachmaninoff. An in-
timate atmosphere similar to that of
a musicale made the occasion unique,
even to ardent and habitual concert-
goers, for the relative smallness of
the chapel as a concert hall gave one
a sense of being a privileged hearer.
Mr. Rachmaninoff opened his pro-
gramme with the eclat customary to
the initial number, playing the Liszt
Ballade No. 2. An opportunity for
virtuoso playing such as this was not
suffered to pass, and the artist chal-
lenged one's interest in the narrative
tone of the Ballade from the outset
by his skillfully rumbled legato oc-
taves in the bass, as well as by the
singing, prolonged notes of inquiry at
the end. The second number, likewise
a Ballade (Grieg, Op. 24) took the au-
dience away from considerations of
pure technique to the realms of vari-
colored tone, while the third Ballade,
one by Chopin (,No. 3) showed Rach-
maninoff as an understanding rather
than as an original interpreter of that
composer. The Chopin group of Noc-
turne, Valse, and Scherzo was at its
(Continued on. -Page 3, Col. 1)
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PECK BROOKS CO., Inc.
WABAN ANNEX
SOCIALISM ONLY HOPE OF
EUROPE, SAYS DK. LAIDLER
PHILOSOPHER WILL LECTURE
ON CONTEMPORARY REALISM




for those who enjoy good food and pleasant
surroundings.
Telephone 180. Reserve the Chimney Cor-
ner for your Dinner Party.
DR. L. B. ALLYN




a high place among carbonated beverages.
We say, it's delectable.
Buy it at Wellesley stores and tea-
rooms and well "Do it well for Wellesley"
HYGEIA BEVERAGES, Inc.
NATICK MASS.
P. S.—You'll find our bottled orangeade
(Hello) equal to fresh orange juice. It's
the drink for after exercise.
COLLEGE GATHERS FOR
COMMUNITY SINGING
First of a Series of Sings Held in
Billings Hall
Wellesley songsters gathered for the
first community singing in Billings
Hall on Thursday, March 2. Hilde-
garde Churchill conducted the music
in somewhat different channels from
those usually followed in Step-singing.
Such universal favorites as Liza Jane,
Carry Me Back to Old Virginity, and
the negro spiritual / Want to he Ready
were sung and, following the sugges-
tion of some of the alumnae, Lake of
Gray and Sing of the Rocks and Shores
were practiced.
There will be community singing




FOR the student or prof.,
the superb VENUS out-
rivals all for perfect pencil








Colonial—Fred Stone in Tip Top.
Hollis—The Irish Players in The
White Headed Boy.
Plymouth—George Arliss in The Green
Goddess.
Selwyn—John Drew and Mrs. Leslie
Carter in The Circle.
Shubert—Mclntyre and Heath in Red
Pepper.
Tremont—Lionel Atwill in The Grand
Duke.
Wilbur—Joseph Schildkraut and Eva
Le Gallienne in Liliom.
"Socialism is one of the most power-
ful forces in Europe at the present
time," said Dr. Harry W. Laidler, sec-
retary of the League for Industrial
Democracy, in speaking of the mod-
ern socialistic tendencies in Europe
at Founders' Hall, on Tuesday even-
ing, February 28. "The aim of the
branch of Socialism which the League
represents," said Dr. Laidler, "is to
further the public or collective own-
ership and democratic management of
the basic industries." This is to be
done through propaganda in the in-
dustrial, the political, and the con-
sumers' field.
In England, the intellectuals, led
by Norman Angell, the Webbs, and
Bernard Shaw, are forming a more
perfect coalition with the British La-
bor party than has ever been done
before. Norman Angell is conducting
a seminar just outside of London on
Social Ownership. Both miners and
owners are interviewed personally be-
fore a solution is attempted for the
problems proposed in class.
In France, the communist move-
ment, led by the grandson of Karl
Marx, is the most active branch of
Socialism. In Italy the Socialists
count one-fourth of the member's of
the Chamber of Deputies among their
numbers, and in Czecho-Slovakia
President Masaryk has said that the
next step is the socialization of the
mines. The German movement split
into three groups during the war, but
together it occupies two-fifths of the
seats in Parliament.
At present there is a tendency for
the various internationals to get to-
gether, and mass their forces for the
fight against reaction which is sure
to come. Because the economic struc-
ture has lasted for the last hundred
years we must not think that it is an
eternal one, for "Europe will disin-
tegrate unless the Socialist programs
are put through."
Dr. Edgar S. Brightman, recently
appointed professor of philosophy at
Boston University, will lecture on
"Contemporary Realism," at 10:40 A.
M., Saturday, March 11, in Room 222,
Founders' Hall. The lecture is being
given under the auspices of the De-
partment of Philosophy and Psychol-
ogy. A general invitation has beeu
extended to the college at large to
attend Dr. Brightman's lecture.
MISS McKEAG INSTRUCTS
PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS
Speaks on Probleius of First Day
Eyes Examined







The Green Bough Tea House
Specialty Shop
597 Washington Street, Wellesley, Mass.
Afternoon Tea Dinner
2 to 5 P.M. 6 to 7 P.M.
Sunday Dinner
1 to 2
MISS C. E. SELFE MISS C. ROUSSEL
— M »—
VISIT THE HAT SHOP
Room 21 " THE WABAN "
up one flight
SPECIAL HATS
Tarns, Sport Hats and Dress Hats
at Moderate Prices
Miss Anna J. McKeag, of the De-
partment of Education, gave two
short talks to prospective teachers
Friday afternoon, March 3, at 4:40, in
Room 124, Founders' Hall. Miss
McKeag spoke first on certification,
explaining the kinds of teachers' cer-
tificates, and the methods of obtain-
ing them. The second part of the
hour was devoted to a discussion of
the problems of the first day of teach-
ing.
Miss McKeag emphasized the fact
(.hat the course most commonly re-
quired in granting a certificate to
teach is a course, or courses in educa-
tion. Thirty-seven states, and the
District of Columbia, require that the
prospective teacher has taken some
course in the principles of education.
In the second part of her talk, Miss
McKeag gave some practical advice
as to the mechanical details connected
with the work of the first day. She
suggested also some of the psychol-
ogy of the teacher, and urged strong-
ly that on the first day the new
teacher get right to work, without






Up one flight The Waban BIdg.
Also




% THE KIND YOUR FRIENDS WILL LIKE j?
£ SUE RICE STUDIO AND GIFT SHOP I
y 10 Grove Street - "Wellesley ^
(j
Gifts also for (Rirthday, Shower or Wedding II
? Greeting Cards—Place Cards If
<>(><^o<rr>o(Kr>fl()<=>o(K=>OKz>4(^^
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RACHMANINOFF FLAYS TO
COLLEGE IN CHAPEL
(Continued From Page One)
best in the subtle interweaving melo-
dies of the Nocturne, brought out deli-
cately by the masterly management of
dynamics, characteristic of all Rach-
maninoff's playing. This group was
encored with the False in G-flat.
The Prelude in Gsharp minor by the
artist himself was well received, and
sounded, in the resonant beauty of the
closing chords, quite unlike the fa-
miliar "piece" that popularity has
made of it. His own Polka dc W. R.,
however, seemed far more to the ar-
tist's taste and in tone, technique, and
interpretation he was, in this number
perhaps, at his best and most charac-
teristic.
Licbcslied, a Rachmaninoff ar-
rangement of Kreisler's version of an
old tune, was the most piquantly
colorful number of the evening. The
Napoli e Tenezia Tarantella by Liszt,
a brilliant closing number, was sup-
plemented by three encores: a Chopin
Valse; Polichinello, by the performer;
and Gollywog Cakcivalk, by Debussy.
FIRST LENTKN SERVICE
HELD IN CHAPEL
Meeting of Intercession Led by
Miss Dudley
The first Lenten service was a
meeting of intercession, held on Ash
Wednesday, March 1, in the Chapel,
Miss Dudley, who led the meeting,
stressed the present-day need of that
old-fashioned penitence which seems
to have passed out of date. It is
necessary to be penitent to realize
mistakes and limitations and to know
"what it means to set one's feet in
the footprints of the Lord." The duty
of everyone toward society was ex-
plained. The striving should always
be to see one's self in others and to
become more closely associated with
them, that it may be possible to enter
into others' experiences with insight.
Miss Dudley asked for a broader so-
cial vision, so that each may see and
consider more than his own limited
group, and have more sympathy with
humanity in general.
S. Altmatt $c (Jo.
Fifth Avenue, New York
will hold a more than usually interesting
display and sale of
SPRING FASHIONS
for Misses and Youn£ Women
at the Wellesley Inn
WELLESLEY, MASS.
on Thursday and Friday
March 9th and 10th
Everything that is newest and smartest in
Frocks, Tailleurs, Coats, Hats, Blouses and
other essentials of fashionable feminine cos-
tume for the Spring, and Summer seasons will
be included in the assortments displayed
The prices are particularly attractive
You are cordially invited
NEWS FROM OTHL'R COLLEGES
Yale
:
The Playcraftsincn, a new organiza-
tion for the purpose of giving short
plays written by the students, gave
its first performance on March 1.
"Poison," and "The Man Without a
Head," both written by members or
the club, and Stuart Walker's, " The
Medicine Show," made up the pro-
gram.
Williams:
Plans are nearing completion for
the endowment fund drive which is to
be carried on among the Alumni this
Spring. It is hoped that $1,500,000 can
be raised.
Iniversity of the Philippines
The faculty and seniors have de-
cided to wear white caps and gowns
instead of black for Commencement,
because of the tropical climate.
ENGLISH ORGANIST GIVES
PROGRAM
Mr. Henry R. Austin gave the third
of a series of organ recitals in the
Houghton Memorial Chapel on Thurs-
day evening,
_
March 2. Mr. Austin,
whose native country is England,
came to the United States from the
English Royal Church of St. George,
Berlin, where he was organist and
choir director, and has held positions
here in Ipswich, Jamaica Plain, New-
ton and Arlington, Massachusetts. Fol-
lowing is his well-selected program:
Toccata Op. 7, No. 3 Barie
Andante from Fourth Sonata. .. .Bach
Angelus Jongen
Allegretto—From Sonata Parker
Cantilene Op. 7, No. 1 Foote




Cantabile from Eighth Symphony
Widor
Allegro from Second Symphony
Vierne
EXCLUSIVELY











8 GROVE STREET, WELLESLEY
and
Only Ivy Corset Shop in Boston
Now at 182 Boylston Street
j
C. M. McKechnie&Co. j














Prompt Free Delivery '£
*>•
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST




RIDING HABITS A SPECIALTY
Cleansing—Pressing—Alter*Jig
ALL KINDS OP FURS REMODELLED
548 WASHINGTON ST., Wellesley, Mass.
Next to the Post Office. Tel. Wellesley 471-W
DR. C. E. TAYLOR




Wellesley Tea and Food Shop
Hours 11.30 A.M. to 7 P.M.
Alice G. Coombs, '93
Grace I. Coombs, '94
Wellesley Square





69 Central St., Welleiley, Mas*
Telephone
Wellesley 409
CARS STORED. Let us store your
car for you in our new modern
Garage. Cars washed and polished.
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ELECTIONS
With all-college elections only one
week off, it seems high time to make
again the old plea for intelligent vot-
ing. Never, in the memory of this
college generation, has it heen more
seriously needed. This year has seen
the rise of many problems which can-
not be settled before June, and must
consequently be handed on to next
year's class for solution; the officers
who are elected this March will not
only be confronted by the usual diffi-
culties attendant upon the beginning
of a new year, but they will also in-
herit many of the problems of their
predecessors.
The college has been urged so ve-
hemently to vote intelligently, and
has disregarded the admonition so
frequently, that it might be well to
suggest a few concrete "Don'ts" to be
kept in mind during the coming elec-
tions :
1. Don't be bound by tradition to
voting for the next-in-line, without
considering whether or not she is
qualified for the office.
2. Don't vote for a girl whose type
of mind you distrust.
3. Don't vote for a girl who would
not be a fair representative of Wel-
lesley to the outside world.
There is no need to expatiate on the
evils of being blinded and bound by
tradition. One glaring result of the
tendency to be ruled by custom is that
the girl next in line for an office is al-
most invariably elected, whether or
not she happens to possess the neces-
sary qualifications. The college ar-
gues that she has been trained for the
position, and fails to question her in-
nate ability to meet the demands of
the office. Some girls prove during
their vice-presidential year that they
are not qualified to hold the office as
president, and the only sensible thing
for the college to do is to admit that
it made a mistake in one election, and
not insist upon repeating it In the
next. Also, it is sometimes rather
beneficial than otherwise to have offl-
i 'is who haven't been brought up by
their predecessors in the way they
should go.
Then there is the danger of electing
a girl who, though conscientious and
intelligent, is rather lacking in ideas
or initiative. She would make an ex-
cellent assistant, but as head of an
organization would fail through lack
of spontaneity and personal magne-
tism.
Another consideration, to which
there appears to have been little im-
portance attached, is that every all-
college officer is naturally regarded
by the general public as a representa-
tive of the college. Presumably each
student officer has won the respect of
the majority of students, whose judg-
ment is gauged by her conduct. Con-
sequently it behooves the student body
to elect officers whose standards of so-
cial conduct they consider representa-
tive of the best elements in college.
Wellesley shares with other democra-
cies the danger of a lowering of
standards to meet the demands of the
majority. But certainly in such a com-
munity as this the danger ought to be
slight, since all members of the com-
munity have enjoyed the benefits of
education and social training. Judg-
ing, however, from some recent criti-
cisms of Wellesley students, it would
appear that the standards of conduct
are not as high as one could desire.
And the college will never live down
these criticisms unless it takes care
to elect officers who are representa-
tive of the best of Wellesley.
So there are more qualities than ex-
perience and executive ability to be
taken into consideration when one is
considering for whom she shall vote.
The decision is never a simple one,
and this year in particular the college
had better do some hard thinking be-
fore going to the polls.
Incidental as the omission may
seem, the expense of rebinding books
mounts apace, and frequent repetition
of the offense points to a serious lack
of a sense of responsibility.
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column must be
signed with the full name of the author.
Only articles thus signed will be printed.
Initials or numerals will be used in printing
the articles if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold themselves re-
sponsible for opinions and statements which
appear in this column.
Contributions should be in the hands of
the Editors by 9 I\ M. on Sunday.
Contributions must be as brief as possible.
JIORE FACTS
IN WINTFR AND KOHJH WEATHER
Ordinary wear and tear on library
books is severe enough without the
added strain of carelessness and disre-
gard of property rights. On a snowy,
or a rainy day, books are returned
with bindings faded and streaked be-
cause the borrowers have failed to
wrap them in paper or to protect them
in some way against the weather.
•QWOOU T\ ^^ l
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OUR OWN LITERARY DHJENT OF
CURRENT POETRY
To the Wellesley College News:
The undergraduate constituency of
the college changes so rapidly that it
is often difficult for the fair-minded
student to see the interests of the
community in their true perspectives,
especially when the interests of vari-
ous groups seem to conflict. For this
reason it is comparatively easy for a
few enthusiastic leaders to succeed in
putting through a pet scheme, even
though that scheme may in its long-
swing reaction have anything but a de-
sirable effect on the whole complex
organization of undergraduate activi-
ties. All this is by way of evaluating
the new Barn plan, voted by the col-
lege two years ago.
At that time it was the aim of the
plan to raise the standard of dramatics
by striving for a more ambitious type
of play than had been attempted in the
past, and by achieving better pro-
ductions than had been possible under
the old system. A NEWS article of
last week asked you to weigh evidence
and consider whether .the Barn after
its two years of trial can justly claim
to have achieved that promised result.
I would add my voice to the dissenters
who insist that it has not.
The present freshmen and sopho-
mores have known no other Wellesley
dramatics than those given under the
present system, and simply the fact
that there have been some good
dramatic productions in the last two
years, might, without further back-
ground of facts, seem to the under-
graduates to justify their affirmative
vote for the new plan. The present
juniors and seniors, though they have
a wider basis of comparison, were
brought up by the 1920 enthusiasts
who were promoters of the plan, to
believe in its success. But we would
urge that before any underclassman
gives her approval to the plan, she
should consider all the evidence. And
as one who was present at all the
plays reviewed in last week's Free
Press (those given under both the old
and new plan), I would add my testi-
mony that under the old system plays
of high literary standard were chosen
and given with significant success.
Moreover, it is not enough to be as-
sured by a NEWS editorial of several
weeks ago that never before have Wel-
lesley dramatics been so successful.
Pointing as proof of this claim to the
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 1)
[Editop.'s Note.—Owing to the ap-
proach of Spring, we have thought it
seasonable to garner a few poems
from contemporary poets and offer
them to our readers this week.]
A veritable breath of spring is this
exquisite lyric by one of the younger
songsters, Gwendolyn Pfigg, which we
take from the current copy of the
Eeny Mecny Miny Mo Review.
Has Zbiig Cub?
Cad you tell be liddle birdlig,
Whether Zbrig iz gubbig?
Will the zdow vlagz ligger logger,
Vreezig ub the blubbig?
Although the gardival iz here,
Diz yed the budth ov March,
Ad wud though gostubes bay be thid,
Do bud iz od the larch.
I do dod dow, I gaddod dell
Egzagly wud the zeazud,
Bud uv wud thig I'be very sure,
I sdeeze on withoud reazud.
The pages of Snips of Song, the
collected poems of Rudolph Tabasco-
sauce (published by Small, Pickens
Co.) abound in delicate wisps of fancy
like the following:
Tree Toad
Hail to thee, blithe spirit
Bird thou never wert
No, never.
(I said, no, never.)
Hail to thee, little Funny,
Toad with voice of honey
Croaking ever.
(All the time croaking.)
Tell me, little prophet,
Why you don't lay off it?
Day off it.
(Cease your warbling.)
A martial note sounds out to us from
the pages of a little volume of songs
by a soldier poet, just published under
the title, / Sez to TK General, the au-
thorship of which is anonymous. We
take the following cantata from this




Moving up and down again
—
And they're two sizes too large in this
war.




Moving up and down again in my
Shoes, shoes, shoes, flapping all around
inside,
And there's no relief in the war.
THE WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
FREE PRESS
(Continued from Page 4.)
MORE FACTS
recent invitation to repeat some of the
Moliere scenes in Boston, the same
editorial asks when the college ever
produced a play so good that there was
a request to repeat it publicly in Bos-
ton. We are taking liberties perhaps,
in ignoring the writer's intention that
this be a rhetorical question, wither-
ing to silence the critic of the present
plan. Go back just a few years to find
the historical answer the question de-
mands. 1915's Junior Play, Beau Brum-
mel, was a production of such artistic
excellence that the college was proud
to repeat it in a Boston theatre where
it played to a crowded audience for
two matinees, and called forth the
highest praise from dramatic critics
who deemed it an amateur production
of unusual achievement.
Look up the facts! Find out more
than your short (even though three-
years) acquaintance with Wellesley
dramatics gives you, and then ask
yourself whether the present Barn
plan has made good the promise of
better plays that it made two years
ago. You will see then why so many
alumnae who have seen college pro-
ductions under both systems, feel that
the Barn has failed in its aim, and why
so many people interested in Welles-
ley dramatics are convinced that the
Barn plan, as it now stands, should
be voted down this spring.
Another Alumna.
JUNIORS, ATTENTION!
To the Wellesley College News:
Juniors, would you like to try out
your dreams and theories regarding
social work in the world of actual ex-
perience for a little while? If you
would, the Charity Organization So-
ciety of New York City offers a bright
opportunity to you. Every July for
the past several years, through the
kindness of one of its friends, the
C. O. S. has offered to a limited group
of girls—one Junior chosen from each
of ten Eastern colleges—a chance to
get in actual touch with the social
conditions and agencies of the city,
and to obtain a little first-hand ex-
perience at family case work.
I was fortunate in being the rep-
resentative from Wellesley last sum-
mer, and I assure you that it was a
month packed with unique and fas-
cinating experience for the ten girls
who arrived in the Big City on that
hot Fourth of July. The weather was
a bit warm, to be sure, we agreed at
first, but the problem of how to keep
cool was soon forgotten in trying to,
solve the much more pressing and in-
teresting problems of how to get Mrs.
Moreno into the hospital, the Hussey
twins to the country, and the domes-
tic tangles of the Corrigans straight-
ened out; in hearing from those who
really knew, the way in which such
problems should be tackled; in seeing
their actual working out; and in vis-
iting the various social agencies
through which the work is accom-
plished. It was with real regret that
we parted at the end of the month,
and with the firm conviction that we
could not possibly have chosen a
pleasanter or more valuable way of
passing one all too short month, en-
riched by the experiences we had had,
by the unlimited hospitality of the
C. O. S., and the friendships we had
formed.
The C. O. S. has renewed its offer
for the coming summer, and the time
has come for you to consider seri-
ously whether you would like the
chance, and if so, to apply through
the Economics Department. Miss
Tousley, who is in charge of the
work, is coming to speak at C. A.
meeting March 22. If there is any
doubt in your mind, hearing her will
convince you. It is a wonderful op-
portunity, Juniors, and you mustn't
miss it! RUTH g: LINDALL.
THE MOLIERE PLAY
To the Wellesley College News:
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Press article for the NEWS of March
2 had listened to college comments
on the Moliere play presented under
the new Barn plan, she might have
been surprised to have learned that
parts of the play were considered by
members of the faculty to be the best
comedy scenes ever presented within
their memory in the Barn. As to the
quality of the entire performance, the
writer of the Free Press challenged
the fact that it represented " better
dramatics," which the Barn had
promised. We might quibble over
the word "better." One thing is cer-
tain—the coaches, who have been the
same under both the old plan and
new, do not change their quality of
work because the policies of the dra-
matic organization changes. But if
'"better" means a higher type o£
drama, surely the "Learned Ladies"
was a much more difficult, and in lit-
erary value, a higher quality of play
to stage before a college audience
than "Green Stockings," "Monsieur
Beaucaire," or "All of a Sudden
Peggy." It was not a 47 Workshop
sort of production, but a classic which
presented infinitely harder problems
in its presentation.
As for the criticism, that the mas-
culine voices were too feminine, we
can merely ask: Where in past years
in the plays which she mentions as
"so well done" have we had mascu-
line voices in the men's roles? A
forced, gutteral voice is neither pleas-
ing nor artistic, and therefore would
not be desirable in "better" dramatics.
A fact that should be taken into
consideration is thai two very impor-
tant rehearsals were lost on account
of the ice storm and a lack of lighting
in the Barn. It would not be stretch-
ing the point to attribute slignt halts
or repetitions in lines to this loss of
rehearsals. 1922.
ting the Cordian knot which the com-
plexity of the present organization
seems to have created. A precedent
is found in the means by which Ox-
ford University governs itself. Here
the students in each college live to-
gether in groups self-governing, ex-
cept for a small amount of super-
vision by the University.
If such a plan were carried out in
Wellesley, many of the matters now
going to the Senate could be covered
by general rules and then decided in
Ific cases by the House President,
who would also apply the penalties. A
council of House Presidents meeting at
stated times could determine the pro-
< i dure in regard to special cases, and
a further appeal would be carried di-
rectly to the Academic Council. In
this way the complicated organization
of the College Government Associa-
tion would be done away with, at the
expense, it is true, of any feeling ot
(Continued on Page 7, Column 2)
WHY NOT IM»IOIITOI!Y UNITS?
To tlw Wellesley College yews:
The plan of having campus hou: es
as units in a college government sys-
tem Offers itself as one means of cut-
CORSETS











All fittings under Personal
Supervision of Miss Adrian
Bandeaux and Brassieres
A Full and Complete Line of
Hosiery.(m
Corsets
34 WEST ST., BOSTON, MASS.
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THE VALLEY RANCH CO.
A Horseback and Camping Trip in the Rocky Mountains of Wyoming and Yellowstone National
Park. On the go all the time through the most beautiful, interesting and picturesque wild country
of America. Seven weeks of Solid Fun—no irksome duties. The ideal Summer for Girls and
Young Women.
You see Ranch Life, Horses, Cattle, Cowboys, and Irrigation in the Buffalo Bill Country.
The Canyons, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes, Waterfalls, Geysers, Boiling-Springs, Lava Beds, Petri-
fied Forests, and Glaciers of Yellowstone Park.
The Big Game of the Rockies—Bear, Elk, Deer, Antelope, Buffaloes, Wolves, Coyotes, Moose,
Beaver, and Big Horn Sheep.
And the Big Wild West Stampede at Cody, Wyoming.
Chaperoned by a group of select women from the faculties of Eastern Colleges and Girls' Schools.
For Booklet Address:
JULIAN S. BRYAN or YOLANDA ALLEN
459 Siwanoy Place 316 Claflin Hall
Pelham Manor, New York Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.
Wellesley women may make reservation through Miss Allen.
MISS BATES READS HER POEMS
AT WELLESLEY
Wilson Fund Subscribers Form
A udience
As a mark of appreciation to those
who contributed to the Woodrow Wil-
son Foundation, of which she Is chair-
man at Wellesley, Miss Katharine
Lee Bates, professor in the Depart-
ment of English Literature and poet
of note, consented to read some of
her own work to the subscribers. The
reading took place Tuesday after-
noon, February 28, in Room 124,
Founders' Hall.
Trio of Great Men
Washington, Lincoln and Woodrow
Wilson were grouped together by
Miss Bates as deeply religious, great-
ly misunderstood idealists. Her read-
ing began with poems on each of
these men. The first, about Washing-
ton, showed the general talking to his
men, in the style made famous by the
"Farewell Address." Lincoln's influ-
ence in his times was very poignantly
shown through a poem about a little
girl hearing the news of his death.
This is one of Miss Bates' own earliest
memories, and in the poem she made
vivid the sleepy little Cape Cod town,
the shrewish neighbor who rejoiced
in the news, and the heart-broken
sorrow of the child's mother. The
third poem of the group was one writ-
ten for the centennial celebration of
the University of Virginia, of which
Woodrow Wilson is an alumnus. It
shows him, in spite of defeat and suf-
fering, as the triumphant champion
of a League that has not failed.
Wide Variety of Poems
Miss Hates' selection of other poems
was interesting tor its variety, both
of subject matter and verse form.
There was the swinging ballad of
Francis Drake, whom she sees rather
as a gorgeous swashbuckler sailing
the high sens with an alluring cargo
of pirate doubloons, than as the ro-
mantic nobleman of Alfred Noyes'
drama. Another poem dealt wiih
the ancient custom of inking con-
demned criminals to hear a final ser-
mon before execution. Miss Bates
wondered what one of l hem Ihoughl
about during that sermon, and gave
the answer In stanzas, of which the
first three lines contained the out-
ward setting, and the last the prison-
er's reflection. A delightful woods
idyll, giving minute and exquisite de-
tail of flower and leaf and bird song,
concerned a young country lad, meet-
ing in the forest a maiden from the
great world, loving her, and realizing
that her life could never be his.
Gypsy Heart Miss Bates read by re-
quest, to the delight of her audience.
Several short poems, lyric fancies of
driftwood fires and clouds opening
their petals, were followed by a group
of connected sonnets, the first line of
each echoing the last of the one be-
fore. Then came a very sympathetic)
and moving portrayal of the youth of
Christ, of His relation to Mary, and
of Him as Elder Brother, following
wild bees and foxes with His brothers
and sisters, using His healing power
as a balm for their hurts, and
puzzling over the riddles of the par-
ables. Miss Bates closed with dra-
matization of the apocryphal story of
the Healing of Tobet, in which she
disclaimed all credit for the powerful
and beautiful imagery, ascribing it to
the original Jewish literature, to
which we owe an incalculable debt.
COLLEGE NOTES
Notices have been posted that final
examinations will begin Monday, June
5, and end Thursday, June 15.
A number of sophomores in the vil-
lage houses have moved up to campus
dormitories.
Freeman gave a house dance on
Saturday evening, February 25.
Eighteen couples attended.
Freshmen are permitted to do social
service work in Boston one afternoon
a week during the second semester.
A great many applications for
settlement work during the Spring
vacation have been made.
Miss McKeag spoke in Room 124,
Founders' Hall, at 4:40 I'. M., on Fri-
day, March '.',, to all students interest-
ed in teaching. Her subjects were
"State Requirements" and "The First
Day of Teaching."
The first Community Sing was held
in Hillings at 7:00 P. M.. Thursday
evening, March 2.
Dr. Ruckmlck of the Psychology
Department addressed the campus
discussion group at Phi Sigma on
March 5, at 8:30 P. M. ILs subject
was "The Development of Human Fel-
lowship."
Time, a sonnet by Katharine Lee
Bates, appears in the Atlantic Monthly
for February. In the February issue
of Scrioner's Magazine is included








—AN Ever-ready Companion for every Coat
occasion— It is swagger and stylish without
being bizarre— It has comforting warmth but
little weight.
Guaranteed 100% Pure Camel's Hair Cloth and
also in the season's Choicest Tweeds.
An essential part of the College girl's wardrobe.
Sold by Leading Shops or Write Us
Booklet on Request
E. J. WILE & COGarment CenterCapitol New York CityN. Y.
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COMPULSORY CHAPEL A SOURCE
OF UNITY
(Continued from Page 1)
much to ask the girls to make a
change of this sort so late in their
college life. The other alternative
would he to launch the plan next fall.
so that all students, including the
coming freshmen, could accustom
themselves gradually to the idea and
start the year with the new under-
standing. Such a plan would be better
all around than a sudden change now."
Ultimately Successful at Vassar
The reasons upon which Miss Griggs
bases her approval of compulsory
chapel are most convincing. "In Vas-
sar we used to complain constantly of
required chapel—all of us," she said
with a smile. "But I know for a fact
that the majority of the Vassar alum-
nae are very glad now that it was re-
quired of them." Her sanction of the
system emphasized especially the cen-
tralization of Wellesley as an inevit-
able result. "What we need in this
college above everything else," de-
clared Miss Griggs, "is unity. Com-
pulsory chapel could not fail to bring
this about to some extent."
The question of the service itself was
thoughtfully solved by Miss Griggs.
"If those who lead chapel had before
them the entire college, they would
naturally feel encouraged to lead the
service to the best of their ability. A
large group of listeners would certain-
ly be a greater incentive to the evolu-
tion of an inspiring and interesting
service than the handful attending
chapel at present."
Miss Griggs declined to discuss the
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WHY NOT IMHOIITOKY UNITS!
(Continued from Page 5)
unity which a college citizenship fos-
ters. On the other hand, a great
amount of possibly unnecessary ma-
chinery would be eliminated.
This plan is offered only as a sug-
gestion. Whether or not it merits
adoption in such a college as Welles-
ley, it points out one defect in our
present organization. The office of
House President, except for a little
mechanical work connected with reg-
istration, is purely a social one. Why
could not the functions of this office,
which is a major one according to
our point system, be extended to
cover many of the duties now rele-




To the Wellesley College News:
Complaints are made that Wellesley
has few big lectures—that is, talks by
really famous men and women. The
reason for this, it seems to me, lies
partly in the fact that the girls do not
show enough interest and appreciation
in the lectures that are planned. Many
speakers come here without pay and
we owe them the satisfaction of feel-
ing that their effort has been worth
while. This appreciation could be
shown by the students making a point
of going up to the platform at the
close of a lecture to express interest
and gratitude to the speaker. If we
show that we appreciate opportunities
to hear fine speakers it will be an in-
creased incentive for the authorities
to arrange for more opportunity of
that kind. Also, it is very probable
that the attendance at lectures would
be much greater if the regular hour
were seven-thirty, rather than eight,
as some of them are now. Many girls
start studying after dinner and do not
like to be interrupted, in order to go
to an eight o'clock lecture. If the
time for all lectures were seven-thirty,
the audience would come directly from
dinner. The reason is partly psycho-
logical and partly an economy of ef-
fort in getting down to work for too
short a time to be worth while.
1922.
A CORRECTION
To the Wellesley College News:
In the NEWS of February 16, in an
article headed "Eskimo Pies See Open
Season at Wellesley," the statement
was made that "firms have evaded this
expense" (that of paying a percentage
of their sales to the Chicago holders of
the patent) "by duplicating the con-
fection and calling it by other names.
These persons are now the d jfendants
in law suits brought by the Chicago
inventors."
This is a misstatement. To my
knowledge, no suits have been brought
on this charge.
H. C. Thomson,
15 State Street, Boston.
WILL REPEAT SCENES FROM
"THE LEARNED LADIES"
Scenes from Moliere's The Learned
Ladies, given by the Barnswallows
last year as their formal event, will
be repeated before the Women's City





Only the finest materials used
Fancy Centers, Imported Coatings
Assorted Chocolates
Chocolates and Bonbons
$1.50 per Pound, postpaid
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At the Barn, Saturday evening,
February 4, in ungrateful return
for the efforts of the undersigned
to add to the entertainment, a pair
of grey kid gloves, wool lined, was
removed from the dressing room.
If any one has found them among
her possessions, will she return
them to the owner.
HELEN A. MERRILL
Don't you want to take home a
box of Candy?
Any $2.00 Candy Box in stock for $1.00
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OU know what They Say
About a Young Man's Fancy
In the Spring
. . .
Nobody has said very much
About a College Girl's Fancy
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She will be at
WELLESLEY INN
Monday and Tuesday
March 13th & 14th
COME ON OVER!!!
STUDENTS WORK OUT HEALTH
DEMONSTRATIONS
Orgaizations to Present Exhibit in
Barn March 16
On the afternoon and evening of
March 16, the college will be given an
opportunity to see the results of the
experimentation of five groups of stu-
dents, at a practical health exhibit in
the Barn.
Six members of I. C. S. A., Elizabeth
Frost, Madeleine Pritzlaff, Carol
Roehm, Madeleine Van Dorn, Constance
Morris and Frances Baston, are work-
ing out a survey of the leisure time of
fifty girls. The results of the survey
will be shown in poster form in one
of the sections of the Barn.
Another group, made up of one half
the members of the Freshman Council,
is preparing the section of posture, in
which will be shown the relation of
posture to success in all activities.
The other members of the Freshman
Council have charge of the section on
feet, where there will be an exhibit of
shoes, and some sort of demonstration
showing the proper way to walk.
At the diet section it is hoped to
have an exhibit of foods, and food may
also be served. The Outing Club is ar-
ranging a survey of the facilities for
outdoor sports in Wellesley, and will
also be in charge of an exhibit of
camping equipment. A dramatic dem-
onstration of some sort is being ar-
ranged with the advice and assistance
of the Barnswallows.
The exhibit is being worked out
under the general supervision of Miss
Era Betzner, of the Bureau of Social
Education of the National Y. W. C. A.,
and under the guidance of the Welles-
ley College Y. W. C. A.
WORLD NEWS
WINTER CARNIVAL HELD
(Continued from Page 1)
the toboggan relay race were won re-
spectively by '23, '22, and '25.
Awarding of Cups
The individual cup, for the best all-
round athlete in winter sports, was
awarded to Helen Forbush, '22, who
had 14 points to her credit. Marjorie
Bartholomew, '23, won 13 points.
'23 won the cup, awarded to the
class having most points at the end of
the carnival. Points for the different
classes totalled as follows: '23, 22
points; '22, 19 points; '24, 15 points;
'25, 8 points.
Other Entertainment Offered
Beside the regular carnival events
there were stunts by the different
classes. '24, by wearing bloomers on
their arms and sweaters over their
legs, appeared to.be tobogganing down
hill, while standing on their hands.
'25 went through barrels on skis for
the amusement of the audience, and
'22 gave an amusing take-off of car-
nival.
Hot dogs, coffee, cocoa, and dough-
nuts were on sale throughout the af-
ternoon.
The committee in charge of carnival
was: Betty Parsons, '22, Chairman;
Hildegarde Jacob, '23, head of skiing;
Jane Peck, '24; Margaret Sherwin,
'22; Annis Hall, '24; and Carol Perrin,
'25. Judges were Miss Halsey, Miss
Reynolds, and Mr. Brown.
Excavation on Site of Carthage
Feb. 27. A party of American and
French archaeologists will start short-
ly to excavate on the site of the an-
cient city of Carthage. Films will be
taken at intervals during the work
and will be shown in the United States
to raise further funds for the project.
Wedding of Princess Mary
Feb. 28. Princess Mary, only daugh-
ter of the King and Queen of Great
Britain, was married to Viscount Las-
celles in Westminster Abbey.
Egypt Now Free State
Feb. 28. Great Britain has ended
lier protectorate over Egypt, declaring
it to be an independent sovereign
state. Martial law will be withdrawn
as soon as the Egyptian government
passes an act of indemnity.
New Hygiene School at Baltimore
Mar. 1. The Rockefeller Foundation
has given to Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, at Baltimore, a gift of $6,000,000.00
for the endowment and building of a
school of Hygiene and Public Health.
The officials of the university plan to
spend $1,000,000.00 on buildings imme-
diately, leaving the remainder for en-
dowments.
Treaty with Japan Ratified
Mar. 1. The Senate, by a vote of
67-22, ratified the treaty between
Japan and the United States relating
to the Island of Yap. The Senate, ac-
cording to Senator Lodge, will now
consider treaties between England,
France, Japan, and the United States,
relating to insular possessions and
dominions of these nations in the Pa-
cific Ocean.
Lloyd George May Resign
Mar. 1. Prime Minister Lloyd
George has stated his intention of
resignation unless more evidence of
support is given him by the two fac-
tions in the coalition. - No formal
action, however, has been taken.
Discover Mesozoic Monster
Mar. 6. The director of the Buenos
Aires Zoological Gardens has an-
nounced the discovery of a living plesi-
osaurian monster, an amphibian of
the Mesozoic order. This creature
was seen in a lake in the Andes, and
is said to resemble a crocodile.
International Socialist Conference
Mar. 6. After a two weeks discus-
sion the executives of the Third Inter-
national at Moscow decided by a vote
of 46 to 10 on a conference of all
Socialist Internationals to discuss a
mutual policy on problems affecting
capital and labor.
Relief Depends on Railroads
Mar. 6. Secretary Hoover has de-
clared that, of the 100,000 tons of
wheat and foodstuffs delivered at Rus-
sian ports in the past month, only
25,000 tons have been carried into the
interior. This delay in distribution of
relief is due to the run down condition
of the railroads.
LOST
Black note-book containing History,
Music, and Geology notes, Monday,
March 6, in the Barn office—time 1:30.
Gone at 1:35. Will finder please re-
turn to Dorothy Breingan, Cazenove,
' as soon as she can.
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PROGRAM OF FAR EAST
Mr. and Mrs. Ongawa Portray
Japanese Art
THE NET OF NO REGRET
HAND MADE OF HUMAN HAIR
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your hair
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y Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
7\ March 15th, 16th and 17th
The dramatic art of Japan in Its
latest development, the customs of
that people, and the characteristic
music and legends of the Far East
were presented in the concluding pro-
gram of the series arranged by the
Reading and Speaking Department,
and given the evening of March 3,
by the Japanese players, Mr. and
Mrs. Ongawa.
A capacity Barn audience found the
program charming by reason of its
picturesqueness and success in creat-
ing an Oriental atmosphere. In her
introduction, Miss Malvlna Bennett
sounded the keynote of the entire per-
formance, Japanese art in all its sim-
plicity, beauty and repose. "We will
sing and dance the tears and laughter
of Japan," was Mr. Ongawa's pre-
fatory remark, "And then, perhaps,
you will know Japan as it really is."
Dancing and Music Featured
Characteristic music, stories and
dances of the Par East comprised the
first part of the program. A modern
descriptive composition on the theme
of the Feast of Lanterns was played
on the Japanese instruments, the gek-
kin and traps. Against an Oriental
background of soft draperies and
Japanese prints, Mrs. Ongawa told the
amusing tale of the monkey and the
jelly fish, and described Japanese cus-
toms in the guise of "Upside Downs."
The dancing of the Japanese play-
ers was one of the charming features
of the performance. A sword dance
by Mr. Ongawa, which illustrated a
famous historical incident, was mas-
terfully done. The formal and comic
folk dances were entertaining and ex-
pressive of Japanese custom. Mrs.
Ongawa's interpretative dance, Clio
Cho (Butterflies) was remarkable for
its grace and clearness of expression.
Japanese Play Presented
"The Fox Woman," an example of
the latest development of dramatic art
in Japan, concluded the program. Mr.
Ongawa's characterizations of Father
Tak-e, Son Tak-e, the Fox Woman,
and Flower Vender were thoroughly
individual and convincing. Mrs. On-
gawa gave a satisfactory portrayal of
Fusa, bride of Son Tak-e.
The plot of the play was developed
by the mysterious disappearance of
Father Tak-e and the presence of the
Fox Woman in the neighborhood. The
search of Son Tak-e ended in his re-
turn from the city with a mirror, an
article then practically unknown, be-
lieving that the reflection he saw was
his father, whom he closely re-
sembled, changed into that form by
the cunning Fox woman. Naturally
Fusa did not see the same reflection,
and amusing developments resulted.
All misunderstandings were at length
cleared away, and the riddle proposed
by the Fox Woman was solved, mak-
ing possible the return of Fathe?
Tak-e to his family. Besides holding
the interest of the audience by dra-
matic developments, the play pre-
sented an attractive picture of Ja-
panese life and customs.
"The letter says that
you have been in the em-
ploy of refined people."
"Surely my former mis-
tress did not write that."
"No, Marie, but that is
what the letter says.
Writing paper tells much






of the niceties of social
correspondence. In
texture, sizes and envelope
shapes it conforms to the
standard set by social
usage. It's a paper of
quality, yet inexpensive.
AT ALL GOOD STATIONERS





The College Club of Philadelphia
has offered students still in college
an opportunity to join the club, and
share in its privileges during vaca-
tions.
By payment of the annual dues, a
student will receive full privileges,
with the exception of the right to
vote, which, however, is granted her
immediately on graduating, without
the necessity of paying the usual
registration fee of ten dollars, pro-
vided her membership is continued.
The principal advantage of student
membership will be seen during vaca-
tions, when the pleasure and con-
venience of a club house will be
granted.
Any girl living in, or within a
radius of thirty miles of Philadelphia
is eligible to membership in the club.
Further information may be received
from Marian Harbison, '18, The Col-
lege Club, Philadelphia.
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CALENDAR
Thursday, fllarch 9
4:00 P. M. Room 124 Founders'
Hall. Academic Council.
7:45 P. M. Art Building Lecture
Room. Address by Mr. Charles Z.
Klauder (Architect of. Founders'
Hall). Subject: Some Aspects of De-
sign in Architecture.
Friday, March 10
4:40 P. M. Room 222 Founders'
Hall. Miss Laurice T. Moreland of
the Batten Advertising Co. of Boston
and New York. Subject: Advertising
Work for College Women. (Commit-
tee on Vocational Information.)
7:30 P. M. The Barn. Operetta.
Saturday, March 11
10:40 A. M. Room 222 Founders'
Hall. Lecture by Dr. Edgar S.
Brightman (recently appointed Pro-
fessor of Philosophy in Boston Uni-
versity). Subject: The New Real-
ism. (A general invitation is cor-
dially extended.)
7:30 P. M. The Barn. Operetta.
Society Programme Meetings.
Sunday, March 12
11:00 A. M. Memorial Chapel.
Preacher, Rev. Charles N. Arbuckle
of Newton Centre.
7:30 P. M. Vesper Service. Spe-
cial Music.
Monday, March 13
Evening. Wellesley College per-
formance of The Green Goddess, in
Boston.
Tuesday, March 14
4:40 P. M. Room 222 Founders'
Hall. Miss Ethel D. Roberts, Librar-
ian, Wellesley College, will speak on:
Opportunities for Women in Library
Work. (Committee on Vocational
Information).
4:40 P. M. Room 124 Founders'
Hall. Lecture (in English) by Mile.
Clement. Subject: Modern Wisdom
on the Stage (i. e., problems of the
day discussed by contemporary dra-
matists).
8:00 P. M. Memorial Chapel. Lec-
ture (in French) by Mile. Clement.






4:40 P. M. Billings Hall. Address
by M. Guillaume Fatio. Subject:
American Institute in Geneva. Slides
will be shown.
7:20 P. M. Billings Hall. Union
Meeting. Address by Deaconess
Scott of St. Hilda's School, China.
Special Lenten Notice. 7:45 P. M.,
St. Andrew's Church. Rt. Rev.
Charles Fiske will preach.
FRENCH DEPARTMENT SPONSORS
TWO LECTURES ON MARCH 11
The French Department has issued
an invitation to the college to attend
two lectures by Mademoiselle Mar-
guerite Clement, Agregeo de l'Uni-
versiti, on March 14. This is Made-
moiselle Clement's third visit tc
Wellesley. In her first lecture, which
will be given at 4:40 P. M., in Found-
ers' Hall, she will discuss: "Modern
Wisdom on the Stage: the great moral
and social problems of today as dis-
cussed by contemporary dramatists."
This lecture will be given in English.
In the Chapel, at 8:00 P. M., Made-
moiselle Clement will speak in
French. Her subject will be: "The
people of France as they really are
—
the French peasantry, Parisian work-
er, the bourgeoisie."
MISS 8CUDDEE CONTRIBUTES TO
HINDU BAZAAR
Alumnae Notes
Alumnae and former students are
urged to co-operate in making this
department interesting, ly sending all
notices promptly to Alumnae Office,
Wellesley (College) Mass.
ENGAGED
'12 Ethel Virginia Stott to Dr. Fred-
erick Kingsley of Boston, Mass.
'18 Helen L. Edwards to Alfred
Newbery, Amherst, '13.
'20 Ruth Nash to Walter Schmitz of
Minneapolis, Minn.
'21 Frances M. Turrentine to Benja-
min F. Crump, Jr., Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute '14, of Saugerties,
N. Y.
MARRIED
'18 Margaret B. Miller to Robert A.
Pease, Dartmouth '16, Boston Law
School '21. February 17. At home:
After April 1, 91 Revere St., Boston,
Mass.
'18 Helen S. Husbey to Everett H.
Smith, Clark College, '17.
ex-'20 Carol Jarvis to Edward Read
Gardner, Yale '19, February 28.
• BORN
ex '12 To Bertha Schnull Fauvre, a
daughter and second child, Madeleine,
January 22.
'13 To Dqrothy Ridgeway Candlyn,
a daughter, Elizabeth Ridgeway, Feb-
ruary 10.
'14 To Jessie Edwards Smyth, a
second son, William Thomas, 2nd, Jan-
uary 23.
'17 To Flora Lindsay Magoun, a
son, Richard Mann, February 12.
'18 To Anne Maidment Duryea, a
daughter, Helen Iselin, December 15,
1921.
DIED
'00 Mrs. Stephen Moore, mother of
Edith Moore Naylor, February 23, at
Newton, Mass.
ex '15 Lieut. Harold K. Hine, U. S.
A., brother of Grace E. Hine, February
21, at Langley Field, Va., in Roma
disaster.
Miss Vida Scudder, of the Welles
ley faculty, lias contributed to the
Hindu Bazaar which is to be held at
the Hotel Victoria, Tuesday and
Wednesday, March .14 and 15, some
curios which the Scudder family
brought from India some GO years
ago. The Bazaar, which has as its ob-
jecl the cultivation of a more sym-
pathetic understanding of the culture
and development of modern India,
promises to be extraordinarily beau-
tiful. There will be no admission,
and the entertainment features in-
clude on Tuesday, at 4 o'clock, a
group of Indian songs, sung by Wil-
liam Marion Weigle, accompanied by
Miss Henrietta Faxon of Chestnut
Hill. On Wednesday, at 3:30, Miss
l.ueile Rice, pupil of Ruth St. Denis
and Ted Shawn, will do some beauti-
ful Hindu interpretative dances, as-
sisted by her sister, Miss Carolyn
Rice, harpist. On Wednesday even-
ing the talented pupils of Mrs. Paul-
ine II. Clark, Miss Evelyn Kindler, a
solo dancer, and Miss Maud Mac-
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Student's Fountain Pens and Eversbarp Pencils
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Facial Massage, Marcel Waving, and
Water Waving
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Sweet Chocolate is very sustaining,
as it contains more nourishment
than the same amount of beef.
WALTER BAKER & CO. LTD.
Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.


